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Abstract 
Feistauer, M., J. Felcman, M. Rokyta and Z. VIBSek, Finite-element solution of flow problems with trailing 
conditions, Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 44 (1992) 131-165. 
The paper deals with the finite-element solution of stream function problems describing nonviscous subsonic 
irrotational flows past profiles. The main emphasis is laid on the treatment of the nonstandard trailing 
stagnation conditions which lead to physically admissible solutions. The paper presents a general conception of 
stream function finite-element modelling of complicated flow problems and a complete theory of the 
finite-element approximations, including the investigation of the existence and uniqueness of the solution of 
the nonsymmetric discrete problem and the convergence of approximate solutions to the exact solution. 
Keywords: Irrotational subsonic flow; stream function; trailing condition; stagnation point; finite elements; 
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0. Introduction 
In the study of real flows we use suitable mathematical models for obtaining necessary 
information about the structure of flow processes and aerodynamical properties of technologi- 
cal devices. Here we shall deal with the finite-element solution of stream function problems 
describing two-dimensional stationary irrotational nonviscous incompressible or subsonic com- 
pressible flows past profiles. These problems play an important role in the design of turbines, 
compressors and aircrafts. 
Special attention will be paid to nonstandard problems with the so-called Kutta-Joukowskii 
trailing stagnation conditions which must be considered in order to get solutions admissible 
from the physical point of view. In the flow past a profile, which is smooth except a sharp 
trailing edge, we demand the velocity to be bounded. In case of a smooth profile we have 
concluded on the basis of experiments and calculations that for obtaining a physically reason- 
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able solution it is sufficient to choose the trailing stagnation point, where the velocity is 
assumed to be zero, as a point on the backward part of the profile (with respect to the flow 
direction) with the greatest curvature. 
In the sequel we introduce a general formulation which includes a series of flow problems of 
practical interest. The discretization via the finite-element method leads to the nonstandard, 
generally nonsymmetric discrete problem. We deal with its properties and prove the existence 
and uniqueness of the approximate finite-element solution and study the convergence of 
approximate solutions to the exact solution. We also describe a convergent iterative method for 
finding the solution of the discrete problem. The paper is concluded by examples of flows past 
profiles and cascades of profiles. 
1. Continuous problem 
By Rk we shall denote the k-dimensional Euclidean space. As a rule, we use the notation 
x = (xi, x2) for points of the space R2. By I . 1 we shall denote the norm in [Wk. If MC Rk, then 
M and M4 denote the closure and the boundary of M, respectively. Let 0 c lR2 be a bounded 
domain. In the sequel we shall work with spaces of continuously differentiable functions 
Ck(fi), Ck,a(a) and the Lebesgue and Sobolev spaces L”(a) and lVk,P(fl), respectively. For 
their definitions and properties see, e.g., [4,20,22]. 
We shall start with two examples. 
1.1. Plane or axially symmetric stationary irrotational nonviscous incompressible or subsonic 
compressible flow 
This is (in a domain fi c R2> described by the equation 
for the stream function u [6,8,15,18,23]. Here b : B X [O, + > 00 + [w’ is a function given by the 
dependence of the density on the velocity. Its properties are specified in Section 1.3. 
Let us assume that R is a bounded multiply-connected domain with the boundary U2 
formed by r + 1, r 2 1, disjoint simple closed curves C, (outer component) and C,, . . . , C, c 
Int C, (inner components) - see Fig. 1.1. Here Int C, denotes the bounded component of 
R’\C,. The curves C,, . . . , C, represent, e.g., profiles (airfoils) inserted into a bounded domain 
Int C,. 
Let us specify boundary conditions on aa added to (1.1). On the outer part C, of aR it is 
suitable to consider mixed Dirichlet-Neumann conditions: 
(1.2) 
a/an denotes the derivative with respect to the outer unit normal to aR, u,, and 4N are given 
functions, C, = -?;D u TN and To n rN = 0. Let the profiles C,, . . . , C,. be impermeable. Then 
the stream function is equal to a priori unknown constants qi on Ci: 
uICi=qi, i=l,..., r, (1.3) 
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Fig. 1.1. 
which must be determined in such a way that u satisfies suitable 
Provided the velocity circulation yi around Ci is prescribed, then 
/ ( 
b ., ]Vu12) dS= -yi. 
c, 
21 = q; 
Fig. 1.2. 
complementary conditions. 
(1.4) 
If yi is unknown, it is necessary to choose qi in such a way that the resulting solution is 
physically admissible, i.e., it satisfies the Kutta-Joukowskii trailing condition. If the profile Ci is 
smooth, then we consider the condition 
au 
$j-p’) = 0 P-5) 
at a given trailing stagnation point zi E Ci. Provided the profile Ci is smooth except exactly one 
sharp edge at a point zi, then we have to choose qi in such a way that 
) Vu ) 2 is bounded in a neighbourhood of Ci. (1.6) 
Using conformal mapping arguments [3] we find out that for the admissible plane irrotational 
incompressible flow satisfying (1.6) the following condition is valid. 
Condition 1.1. The stream line defined as a curve given by the condition u = qi leaves the profile Ci 
at the point zi in the direction of the axes of the angle formed by the smooth parts of Ci. 
(See Fig. 1.2.) 
In the sequel we shall also use (1.5) or Condition 1.1 in the study of a general fluid flow 
(compressible or axially symmetric or in a variable thickness fluid layer). 
1.2. Flow past a cascade of profiles 
The flow in a fluid layer bounded by two axially symmetric stream surfaces S,, S, (close to 
each other) represents one of the most general two-dimensional models approximating three- 
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Fig. 1.3. Fig. 1.4. 
dimensional flows in cascades of blades of turbines, compressors and pumps. By introducing 
suitable coordinates x 1, x2 on S,, this surface and its intersections with the blades can be 
transformed into the plane (x,, x2), where we get a domain or,. Its boundary &Jr, is formed by 
two straight lines K; = {(x,, x,); X, = d;, xt E KY’), i = 1, 2, d, <d,, and by an infinite number 
of disjoint simple closed curves C,, k = 0, ) 1, f 2,. . . , periodically spaced in the direction of 
x2 with a period T > 0 (see Fig. 1.3). The curves C, form the so-called cascade of profiles, the 
lines K, and K, represent the inlet and the outlet of the cascade, respectively. 
The domain 0, is periodic in the direction of x2 with the period 7. Assuming that the 
quantities describing the flow are also periodic in the direction of x2 with the period Q-, we can 
formulate the flow problem in a bounded domain a, which represents one period of 0,. That 
is, R c i2, and XJ consists of two components - the profile C, (inner component) and the 
union rl\ U r, U T-U r+ (outer component), where & c Ki is a segment of the length 7, rP is 
a piecewise linear arc and r+= {(x,, x2 + T); (x1, x2) E T-1. The initial points of r-, Tf lie 
on K,, their terminal points lie on K, and all their other points are elements of LJ,. See Fig. 
1.3. 
The quasi-stationary irrotational nonviscous incompressible or subsonic compressible flow on 
the axially symmetric stream surface S, in a layer of variable thickness past a cascade rotating 
with an angular velocity w can be formulated as the following stream function problem in J2 
[13,19]. Find u: fi + R, and qO, q1 E R’ satisfying the equation 
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and the conditions 
UK, = q +91, 
ul&=T*, 
uICo=q”, 
u(-q, ~2 + T) = +I, x2) + Q, (~1, -4 ET-, 
[ 
q*, lvu12); (x 
1 
1, x,+g= - b(-, IV& (Xl, x2), 
[ 1 
and 
E(Z”) =o, 
13.5 
(1.8a) 
(1.8b) 
(1.9) 
(l.lOa) 
(X1, x2) E r-7 
(l.lOb) 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
provided the profile C, is smooth. Here the function b is given by the dependence of the 
density on the velocity. Moreover, both b and Y depend on the geometry of the fluid layer. PI 
and !P’, are given functions, w, (2, 7, pi are given constants and z(, E C, is a given trailing 
stagnation point. 
If the profile C,, is smooth except a sharp edge at zO, then (1.12) is replaced by (1.6) or 
Condition 1.1, where we set i = 0. 
1.3. General problem 
From the above examples we see that in problems of nonviscous fluid dynamics beside usual 
Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions we meet nonstandard conditions: periodicity 
conditions (1.10) and incomplete Dirichlet conditions (1.31, (1.8a), (1.9) combined with comple- 
mentary integral conditions (1.4), (1.11) or trailing stagnation conditions (1.51, (1.12). On the 
basis of a detailed analysis of these examples [16,17,19], and also other types of flow problems, 
a unified conception for the stream function finite-element modelling of nonviscous flows was 
worked out. 
The conception is based on the following fundamental assumptions. 
(1) R c R2 is a bounded domain with a piecewise smooth and Lipschitz-continuous bound- 
ary a0 (cf. [4,20,22]). 
where r/ are open arcs (i.e., arcs without their endpoints) or simple closed curves; r;, r,+ are 
piecewise linear open arcs, F: = Z,(r,), where Z, : r; + onto&T is a continuous one-to-one 
mapping (usually representing translation or revolution); r,, and r, are formed by a finite 
number of open arcs, r, # 0. r$ is either a smooth open arc with a given point z.$ or a simple 
closed smooth curve with a given trailing point zj E r$ or a simple closed curve smooth except 
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exactly one point z& at which the smooth parts of r{ form an inner angle aj E 10, ~1, see Fig. 
1.4. All these arcs and curves are mutually disjoint. 
(3) The differential equation has the form 
(4) We admit the following boundary conditions: 
u&=u, (Dirichlet condition (D)) , 
b( -, I Vu I “) g I TN = C#B~ (Neumann condition (N)), 
@,(x)) = u(x) + Q, 
b(., lW2); (z,(x)) 1 
(periodic&y conditions (P)) , (1.16b) 
uIT-/=uf+qf, qf=const., (1.17a) 
(1.13) 
(1.14) 
(1.15) 
(1.16a) 
/,F(., ,Vrrl”);dS= -rf+ 5 / fini 0, j= l,...,K, 
I i=l r: 
(incomplete Dirichlet conditions combined with integral conditions (Ii)), (1.17b) 
u ( r+ = u$ + q$, q$ = const., (1.18a) 
if ri is smooth, (1.18b) 
or 
the streamline u = q 4 leaves ri in the direction of the axis of the 
angle aj at the point z$, if r$ is an impermeable profile with a sharp 
edge at z$, j = 1,. . . , K,, (incomplete Dirichlet conditions combined 
with trailing conditions (Tj)). 
(1.18b”) 
‘D, N, 4 u;, UJ i are given continuous functions, Q, rf, U$ are given constants, z{ E r$ 
are given points; u : 0 + R1 is an unknown function, q{, q+ E R1 are unknown constants. 
If r+ is an impermeable profile represented by a simple closed cuqe, we set U$ = 0, ui = 0. 
(5) The functions 6, fi, f2 have the following properties. (a> B c i2 c Iw', fl_is an open set; 
the function b and its derivatives ab/tjq, ah/h,, i = 1, 2, are continuous in 0 X [O, +m); fi, 
afi/axj, i, j = 1, 2, are continuous in 0. 
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(b) There exist constants ci, c2, cg, cq > 0 such that 
ci <b<c,, in d X [0, +m), 
137 
(1.19) 
ab 
~ <c,, i= 1, 2, 
tlXi 
in ti X [0, +m), (1.20) 
x&i, &WJV. (1.21) 
If the flow is incompressible, then b = b(x) and (1.13) is linear. In the compressible case this 
equation is nonlinear. 
The contact of some boundary conditions is prohibited. In Table 1.1 the sign X denotes the 
possible contacts of parts of aa with different boundary conditions, the empty square denotes 
the prohibition. 
In case of the contact allowed of the conditions (D)-(P) or (Ii)-(P) or (T,)-(P) it is necessary 
to fulfil their consistency: 
%(Z&)) -%(X) = e, if xErp nr, and Z,(x) ET; nr,,, (1.22a) 
uf(Z,(x)) - u{(x) = Q, if x E r, n r/ and Z,(x) E r,’ n Tf, (1.22b) 
ujT(Z,(x)) - +) = Q, if XEE; nF$ and Z,(x) ET: nr$. (1.22c) 
If some of the conditions (1.14)-(1.18) are not considered, then the corresponding part of aR 
is assumed to be empty. Moreover, if we do not consider conditions (1.17) or (1.18), we set 
K, = 0 or K, = 0, respectively. 
It is easy to find out that the examples of Sections 1.1 and 1.2 can be formulated in the frame 
of the general problem (1.13)-(1.18). 
1.4. Classical solution 
The solution of the above general problem is defined as a function u E C2(fi) and constants 
qf, j = 1,. . . , K,, q.+, j = 1,. . . , K,, satisfying (1.13)-(1.18). 
Table 1.1 
I I I I-.-l 
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2. Variational formulation of the problem 
Let us assume that u is a classical solution of the problem (1.13)-(1.X3). If we multiply (1.13) 
by an arbitrary v E C’(B), integrate over R and use Green’s theorem in a standard way, we get 
the identity 
(2.1) 
which will be the basis for the variational formulation of the problem. 
First, let us consider the following problem. 
2.1. Problem without trailing conditions 
When K, = 0, we can define a weak solution in the well-known Sobolev space H’(0) = 
w’,2(0). Let 
v=(vEC’(~);v~~D=O,v~~~=const.,j=l,...,K,, 
v(Z,(x)) = u(x), x ET;). (2.2) 
If we consider v E Y in (2.1) and take into account the conditions (1.151, (l.l6b), (1.17b1, we get 
the relation 
/,b(., (Vul’) Vu.Vv dx= -l-&v dS- ~+Ir/ 
N j=l 
2 
+ 
/ Cf .a” dx, VEV. Ri=l I axi 
Further, we define the space 
I/={vEHl(fi); vIr,=O,vITf=const., j=l,..., K,, 
v@,(x)) = v(x), x E &} 
(where the restrictions on To, r{ and r, are meant in the sense of traces). 
Let u * E H’(R) satisfy the conditions 
U*&)=z+, 
u*Ir/=~f, j=l,..., K,, 
U*(z,(x)) = U”(X) + &, x E&. 
We denote 
a(u, v)=job(., IVu12) Vu*Vv dx, U, VEH’(O), 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5a) 
(2.5b) 
(2.k) 
(2.6) 
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Definition 2.1. We say that u : B -+ R’ is a weak solution of problem (1.13)~(1.17) (without 
trailing conditions), if 
24 EHl(fl), (2.7a) 
U--U*eI/, (2.7b) 
a(u, v) =L(u), VU E v. (2.7~) 
Provided the closure of v in H’(R) is T/ (cf., e.g., [13]), problems (1.13)-(1.18) and (2.7) are 
formally equivalent. The existence and uniqueness of the weak solution is a consequence of the 
properties of the functions b, fl, f2 and the monotone operator theory [13,19,23]. 
Moreover, in [13] a convergent i erative process for the solution of problem (2.7) was proposed. 
Let us put b(x) = b(x, 0) and define the form 
(u, z+=p Vu.Vu dx, u, u~H~(fi), (2.8) 
which is a scalar product on V in virtue of the properties of b. Let {uk} be the sequence defined 
in the following way: 
u” H*(a), u” - u* E I/, (UO, u)g = L(U), vu E I/, (2.9a) 
uk+l E H’(O), &+I _ u* E v, 
(U k+l, U)h = (uk, U)I; - z+(uk, !J) -L(U)), U E I/, 
(2.9b) 
for k 2 0. 
There exists V > 0 such that for each v E (0, 5) the sequence {uk} converges to the solution u of 
(2.7). 
It is possible to find out that (2.9) is a steepest descent method with preconditioning defined 
by the form (*, - )6 for minimizing the functional 
‘b(x, 77) dr dx -L(u), ) (2.10) 
on u*+I/. 
2.2. “Variational” formulation of the problem with trailing conditions 
Because of the discrete trailing conditions (1.18b) or (l.l8b*), the concept of the weak 
solution u E H’(R) has no sense and therefore we shall work with classical solutions. Let us 
consider condition (1.18b). (The case of (l.l8b*) will be treated later in the discretization 
process.) 
Let us assume the existence of a function u* E C2(G) such that 
u” &=+, 
u* #=u:‘, j=l ,***> K1, 
u* irJ=ui, j= l,...,KT, 
(2.11a) 
(2.11b) 
(2.11c) 
(2.11d) 
u*(Zp(x))=u*(x)+Q, XE& (2.11e) 
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Further, we set 
T/=(uECr(n); U~r,=o,U(r~=o,j=1,..., K,, 
u (r{ = const., j = l,..., K,, u(Z,(X)) = U(X), X ET;}, (2.12) 
F= uEC2(0); u(r,=O, u]r4=const., 
i 
$:)=o,j=l K ,..‘, T, 
u(r/=const.,j=l,..., K,,u(Z,(x))=u(x), xErr}. (2.13) 
Now, on the basis of (2.1) we find out that u : fi -+ R’ is a classical solution of problem 
(1.13)-(1.18) if and only if 
u E C”(,n), (2.14a) 
U-U*&, (2.14b) 
a(u, U) =I+), VU E V, (2.14~) 
where the forms a and L are defined in (2.6). 
The solvability of problems with trailing condition (1.18b) was studied for special cases in 
[7,10,12,15]. The solvability of the flow past an isolated profile with condition (1.6) was proved 
in [6]. 
3. Finite-element discretization of the problem 
Let us approximate 0 by a domain ah with a piecewise linear boundary an,, the vertices of 
which lie on MI. Let S, be a triangulation of ah, i.e., a set consisting of a finite number of 
closed triangles, which has the following properties. 
Property 3.1. (a) fin, = U T E 7hT; 
(b) if T,, T2 E Yh, Tl # T,, then either Tl fl T2 = fl or Tl rl T2 is a common vertex or Tl f~ T2 
is a common side of T,, T,. 
We denote by CT,, = (P,, . . . , PN) the set of all vertices of S, and assume that the next 
property holds. 
Property 3.2. (a) u,, c ah, o, n a0, C an; 
(b) the intersections of the parts of 130 with different types of boundary conditions are 
elements of a,; 
(c) the points where MJ is not smooth-are elements of a,; 
(d) provided r; # 6, we suppose that & U r,’ c aa, and 4 E r; f? k,, = Z,(4) E Fr!_n ah; 
(e) .z$Eu~, j=l,..., K,; to each ,zi there exists a triangle, T. E Th with vertices Pi = zk 
and Pi* E 0, such that the side Sj = PjPj*,c a7;. is normal to r;f-, if rk is smooth, and Si has 
the direction of the axis of the angle at z+, if r; is a profile smooth except the point zk (cf. 
Section 1.3); 
(f) 4N is piecewise smooth and the points where bN is not smooth belong to ah. 
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The sets To, r,, ri, r+ c aR are approximated in a natural way by piecewise linear arcs 
and curves rp,,, rNh, r,i,, rib can,. 
By the symbols h and 8, we shall denote the length of the maximum side and the magnitude 
of the smallest angle, respectively, in the triangulation Yk. We assume that h is sufficiently 
small, so that B,, c R. 
The approximate solution of the problem will be sought in the space of conforming linear 
triangular elements 
x, = ( Uh E c(cq; u,, ) T is linear VT E Yh>, (34 
and the space I/ of test functions defined in (2.12) will be approximated by 
= 0, uh ) r,j, = const., j = 1, . . ..KI. 
Uh(Zp( Pj)) = Vh( pj), pj E r, n a,). (34 
Let us notice that Vu, I T = const. for each vh EX~ and T E Yh. 
In the discretization of condition (1.18b) we shall use the finite-difference approach pro- 
posed in [ll]. Provided ri is smooth and u E C’(n) is an exact solution of problem 
(1.13)~(1.18), then 
(3.3) 
which together with (1.18a) leads to the relation 
u(x)=u(~*)+u+)-u$(p,)Ij:-~*l~$+O(h~), ~84. (3.4) 
From this we come to the discretization of conditions (l.l8a), (1.18b): 
uh(PI)=q:.=u12(~*)+u~(P~)-u~(~)I~.-~*1v:, PiEcrhf7iy. (3.5) 
If vk = 0 and r+ is a smooth profile, then (3.5) represents a discrete form of the trailing 
condition: 
Uh(Pi) =uh(Pj*), PiEqpQ. (3.5”) 
If the profile r+ is smooth except the sharp trailing edge z+, we shall use condition (1.18b”) 
which obviously leads to (3.5*). It means that we again have (3.5), where we set vk = 0, u$ = 0. 
Now it is suitable to introduce a function U: EX~ with the properties 
Uh*(pi) =Up(pi), P,EU, I-IF,, (3.6a) 
Uh*( Pi) = uf( P,), Pi~~hnFf, j=l >***> K,7 (3.6b) 
uh*(Pi)=u~(Pi)-u~(Fj)+~p/-Pj*~v~, PiEahnF$, j=l,...,KT, (3.6~) 
uh*(Zp(pi)) =uh*(Pi) + Q, PiEghnF,-, (3.6d) 
u;(Pj*) = 0, j= l,...,K=, (3.6e) 
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and seek for an approximate solution in the set uz + ph, where 
Ph={uhEXh; ~:~I~~~=O,~‘~I(~&US~)=const.forj=l,...,K,, 
u,ITf=const.forj=l,. * * 3 K, 7 Uh( Z,(x)) = Q(X) 
for x ET;}. (3.7) 
From (3.6~) and (3.6e) we set that (au~/&z)(z$> = ~4 and u,*<P,> =ui<P,> + const. for Pi E ah 
n F$. If uh E ph, then (au,/an)(t&> = 0. 
Further, let us approximate the forms a and L by 
and 
i,( vh) = - ~Nh$$&, dS - 5 dvh 1 rI'h + /I,, ilfig dx, uh E v,, 
j=l 1 
(3.9) 
respectively. Here 4Nh : rNh --j R’ is a suitable approximation of &. 
In practical calculations the integrals in (3.81, (3.9) must be evaluated by quadrature 
formulae. We write 
1: dx = mea@) 2 aT,kg(xT,k)y for g E C(T), 
k=l 
(3.10) 
where meas is the measure of T, CY~,~ E R’ and Xr,k E T. Let us assume that 
k, 
ffT,k a”o, c (y k=l T,k=l, vTEgh. 
Similarly, 
(3.11) 
k. 
(3.12) 
/ shb ds = SP C Pr,j$(Xr,j)> for 4 E C(S:)- 
r j=l 
We denote by S: c aa, sides of triangles T E & adjacent to aR, s,h the length of Sf and 
suppose that p,,j E R’, x,,~E SF. 
If we choose x~,~ E ah n r, and set $&x,,~) = &(x,,~), it is not necessary to introduce the 
approximation +Nh of 4N. 
With the use of numerical integration, the forms a’, and ih are approximated by 
u&‘& +) = c &@h) vu, IT+-+, IT, u/,, u,, EXh, 
TEFh 
where 
yr(uh) = meas 5 CY~,~~( Xr,k, 1 vu, t T I ‘) = /,“(. , I VU, I’) dx, 
k=l 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
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and 
k, 
LhbJh) = - c 
ShCi= r Nh j=l j=l 
+ 
By (1.19), 
cr <yT(u,) meas-’ <czY uh EXhY TE yhe 
The forms a&h, u,*) and Lh( vh) are linear with rt?SpeCt to uh. 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
3.1. Discrete problem 
Find uh : fi, + R’ such that 
uh EXh, 
‘h - uh* E Vh, 
a,(uAY vh) = Lh(vh)Y VUh E vh. 
uh is called an approximate solution. 
(3.17a) 
(3.17b) 
(3.17c) 
Let us notice that for K, = 0 we have v, = V,. However, if K, > 0, then fh # V, and the 
discrete problem reminds the Petrov-Galerkin method (see, e.g., [21]. However, the structure 
of problem (3.17) is different from problems treated in [21]. 
4. The study of the discrete problem 
4.1. Properties of the spaces V, and fh 
In the space X, there exists a basis formed by functions wi, i = 1,. . . , N, such that 
w~(P~)=~,~ (Kroneckersymbol), i,j=l,...,N. 
If v,, E X,, then 
Vh = 5 Uh(Pj)Wj. 
j=l 
In V, there exists a basis { w~}~= ,,
(44 
(4.2) 
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formed by the functions (provided the points Pi E ah are numbered in a suitable way) 
wi for Pi E a(l) := rr,n[nh”~,h\(r,,ur,;,u~~hu{p,*,j=l,...,K,})], 
(4.3a) 
c wj, i=l,..., K,, 
P,EvhnFi 
wi forPi=Pj*, j=l,..., K,. 
In ph we have the basis {G,*)~=, formed by the functions (4.3a)-(4.3c) and 
c wi, j=l,..., K,. 
PL~ahn~$J{P,*) 
(4.3b) 
(4.3c) 
(4.3d) 
(4.3d) 
It is evident that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between basis functions wi* and 
Gi* ) since the functions wi* and Gi* of the types (4.3a)-(4.3c) are identical and the basis 
functions of the types (4.3d) and (4.32) are associated with the points Pj* E ah n Oh, j = 
1 >***, K,. Hence, 
i$* > wi* ) i= l,...,n. (4.4) 
Proof of the above assertions. This follows from (4.21, definitions (3.2) and (3.7) of the spaces V, 
and fh and the fact that in view of Table 1.1 the set 
uh+Dh” (;J’ih)j 
is a sum of disjoint sets’=’ 
{Pi}) Pi E CT(l), {pi7 Pj}? Pi E u(2), Pi = Z,( Pi)) 
( Pj; PjELihnFfh), i=l,..., K,, 
{Pi=q*], j=l,..., K,, 
and oh\Tnh is a sum of disjoint sets 
{Pi}, Pi E a(‘), {Pi, pj}, Pi Ed*), 4 =Z,(P,), 
( 
Pi; PjEuhnF;,), i=l,..., K,, 
(pi; PjE~hn(F~,U{Pi*J)), i=l,...,Kr. 0 
If zh E fh, then 
n 
Zh = c zii$*, 
i=l 
(4.5) 
(4.5*) 
P-6) 
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where the coefficients ti at the basis functions of the type (4.3a), (4.3b), (4.3~) or (4.3d) are 
equal to zh(Pj) for P, E a(l), zJP~) for Pi fz oC2), zh I ri or th I(r$ U S,), respectively. 
4.2. Algebraic system equivalent o the discrete problem 
We seek an approximate solution of the form 
Uh =u; +zh, zh E & 
that is, 
n 
u,=u,*+ czjGj*. 
j=l 
Hence, (3.17) can be written in the equivalent form 
i 
n 
ah uh* + C zjGj* 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
> wi* 1 =Lh(wi*), i = l,..., yt, (4.9) 
\ j=l 
or, in view of (3.13) and (3. 
A(Z).? = CD(Z), 
141, 
(4.10) 
where for each Z = (zr,. . . , 
CD(Z) = (@,(Z>, . . .) @,WT, 
zn) E R”, A(f) is an y1 X n matrix and @(Z> E [w”, A(Z) = (a,j(T)Fj=r, 
aij(_F) = C Vw,“IT* VG* ITl,(F), (4.11a) 
TE.Yh 
q(z) =Lh(Wi*) - c VUh*~T~VW,*pYT(2), 
TEFh 
(4.11b) 
IT(Z) =~T UlT + ~ zj~j* ) 
i I 
(4.11c) 
j=l 
c, G IT(Z) meas’ G c2, Z E R”. (4Sld) 
4.3. Discrete problem-without trailing conditions 
Let K, = 0. Then V, = vh and the matrix A(Z) is symmetric for each Z E R”. Moreover, for 
u = (u,, . . . , UJ # 0 and vh = Cy= rviwi*, we have 
(4.12) 
as it follows from (1.191, (3.111, (3.14) and the fact that uh f const. in Bh (uh = 0 on r,,). It 
means that A(Z) is positive definite. 
With the use of the ideas from the monotone operator theory it is possible to prove the 
unique solvability of the discrete problem and the convergence of approximate solutions to the 
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exact solution of problem (2.7) (see [14,16]). By the discretization of (2.9) we get an iterative 
process for obtaining the approximate solution: 
kP = !P, (4.13a) 
@+I/* = - (,fj(+k - @(z”)), Z“+r =Zk + r@+i/*, k > 0. (4.13b) 
Here G = IEE is the symmetric positive definite n X n preconditioning matrix with the elements 
bij= c Yr(0) Vw,“ITVwi*IT, (4.14) 
TES, 
and ?P E R” is the vector with components 
!P; =,&(w;) - c Yr(0) Vu;lT* VW,” IT. 
TE_Fh 
(4.15) 
It means that (4.13a) is a system obtained by the discretization of the incompressible flow 
problem. In the same way as in [13] we prove the existence of v’ > 0 such that for each 
1, E (0, 6) the sequence Zk converges to the solution of system (4.10). 
4.4. Properties of the general discrete problem 
The purpose of the following considerations will be the investigation of the unique solvability 
of the discrete problem (3.17). We shall proceed similarly as in [ll] devoted to the finite-dif- 
ference solution of flow problems with trailing conditions. 
Let $ EX~ and T E Yh be a triangle with vertices P = (pl, p2), Q = (ql, q2), R = (rl, r2). 
Then 
where 
and 
$(x) = a0 + alxl + a2x2, x = (~1, 4 E T, 
1 p1 P2 WY 1 P2 HP) 1 
a0 = yq 41 q2 +(Q) 7 al= -n q* G(Q) 1 
u 
r1 r2 4w I 
1 Pl W) 1 
(~2 = jj 91 $(Q) 1 , D= 
r1 HR) 1 
- 
W) 1 I r* 
Pl P2 1 
91 q2 1 
r1 r2 1 
, IDI =2meas(T)#O, 
(4.17) 
V$ IT= (al, a*). (4.18) 
Let T E 7, be a triangle with vertices P, Q, R and w E X,,. We write 
wIT=wp, if w(P) = 1, w(Q) = w(R) = 0, 
wtT=~,,~, if w(P)=w(Q)=l,w(R)=O, 
w 1 T = wP,Q,R,a) if w(P)=w(Q)=w(R)=a. 
(4.16) 
(4.19a) 
(4.19b) 
(4.19c) 
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Lemma 4.1. Let T E Y, be a triangle with vertices P = (pl, pz), Q = (q,, q2), R = (rl, rz>. Then 
1 
VW,= +-r2, rl -4A (4.20a) 
VwP,Q = ;(4*- ~2, ~1 -qd= -Vw,IT, (4.20b) 
VWP,Q,R,a = ‘7 (4.20~) 
(4.20d) 
IVwp12= -vwp~vwQ-vwp~vw,, 
Vw,+VwQ= -$I,-RI IQ-R~COS o(R), 
where o(R) is the angle in T at the vertex R. 
(4.20e) 
(4.20f) 
Proof. This is a consequence of (4.16)-(4.19) applied to the functions wP, wQ, wR etc. and the 
well-known expression of the cosine of the angle between two vectors. q 
By supp v we denote the support of a function v, i.e., supp v = {x; U(X) # 0). For the 
following considerations we introduce some assumptions concerning the triangulation: 
Yj is sufficiently fine, (4.21) 
Yj, is weakly acute, i.e., all angles of all T E Yr, are G $rr. (4.22) 
(The demands on & representing (4.21) will be cleared in the proof of Theorem 4.2.) 
Theorem 4.2. (i) The elements of the matrix A(Z), the components of the vector W(Z) and their 
first-order partial derivatives are continuous and bounded in Iw”. 
(ii) For each Z E 1w” the matrix A(Z) is irreducibly diagonally dominant. 
Proof. The first assertion is a consequence of (4.11), (3.14) and the properties of the function b. 
In order to prove the second assertion let us show that 
a,,(Z) > 0, i=l >...> n, (4.23a) 
aij(Z) < 0 i,j=l,..., n, i#j, (4.23b) 
iaij(r)>O, i=l,..., n, (4.23~) 
j=l 
there exists i, E {l, . . . , n} such that k ajUj( Z) > 0 (4.23d) 
j=l 
hold for all Z E IR”. 
(4.23a) If wi* = Gi*, then by (4.111, (3.14) and (1.19) 
a,,(?)= C IC~,*IT~ZI,(E)ZC,/~~~VW~*~~ dx>O. 
TE.Ph 
(4.24) 
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The case wi* # 6: corresponds to the basis functions of the type (4.3d) and (4.3d) associated 
with the vertex Pi = Pj*, j = 1,. . . , K,. Then, 
supp wi* c supp i$* ) wi* = wi ) 
VW,* = vwi, W,i”=Vw,+ c VW,, 
P,GJ,M+ 
and for each T E Yh, 
Vw,*ITA'lii;IT=IVwiIT12+ c (VW,IT-VW~~T). (4.25) 
P,EVh,nF; 
If T @ supp wi* = supp wi, then VW* I T * VGT 1 T = 0. 
Let T c supp wi*. Then Pi E T n a, and at most three terms in the right-hand side of (4.25) 
are nonzero (corresponding to the vertex Pi and the vertices Pk of T such that Pk E u, n F$>. 
In virtue of (4.22) and (4.2Of), 
VwiITVwklT<O, 
for the vertices Pi, Pk E T n oh, i # k. From this, (4.25) and (4.20e) it follows that 
Vw"IT.VG,i*IT>O. (4.26) 
Since the triangulation Yh is sufficiently fine, there exists a triangle T E &,, T c supp w:, with 
vertices Pi ( = Pj*), P/, Pm @ Fi and thus, 
vw,*~~~v~i*/~=~vwi~~2>o. 
From this, (4.26) and (4.11) we conclude that 
a,,(,?) > c1 meas I Vwi I i? I 2 > 0. (4.27) 
(4.23b) For i #j, by (4.31, 
wi* = c Wk) bGj* = c WI, 
pk l K, 4% 
Ki,Ljcah, KiMi=@. 
In view of (4.2Of) and (4.22), we have VW, I T. VW, I T < 0 (provided k # 1), which immediately 
yields 
Hence, by (4.11), 
aij(Z) < 0, for i Zj. 
(4.23~) From (4.11) we have 
2 aij(r)= c Z,(Z)k (Vw;IT-VG$-). 
j=l TEYh j=l 
Let T E Yj, be an arbitrary triangle with vertices P, Q, R. We set 
(4.28) 
(4.29) 
ui,T= i (VW,“IT+G; IT). (4.30) 
j=l 
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With respect to possible forms of the functions w:, Gj* we distinguish the following cases. 
(au> W: 1 T = Wp,Q,Ja, a=Oor cu=l.Then air=O. 
(p) W; 1 T = wp,Q. In view of (4.21) we can assume that Gi* 1 T = wi* 1 T (= basis functions 
corresponding to r(). For j # i the only nonzero term Vwi* 1 T. VGj* 1 T is obtained, provided 
R $5 a, n TD, pj = R and Gj* I T = wR I T. Then, by (4.20b), 
uiiT= VW,, ( ? IT)2+V~p,QIT.V~R(T=0. 
If R E a, n T,,, then 
o;.~= VW,,IT) >O. ( > 2 
(y) w* IT=w,. Then we have the following possibilities. 
(~cx) G~(T=w~IT=wpIT and Gj*IT=wQIT or WRIT, provided Q, RGu,nr,. Then 
by (4.20e), 
q,.=(Vw,lT)2+V~plTVwQ~T+V~p/TV~RlT=0. 
If, e.g., Q E ah n T,,, then by (4,20e), (4.2Of) and the fact that a(R) G $r, 
~,,,=(V~,~T)*+VW~~TVW~~T= -Vw,lTVwQIT>O. 
In the case a(R) < & we get q r > 0. Similar results hold if R E ah n r, or Q,R E ah n I;,. 
(~$3) Gl* I T = w* I T = wp I T, kj* I T = w~,~ 1 T, Q,R G a,, n r,. Using (4.20b), where we 
change P, Q, R to Q, R, P, we get 
a,,, = (VW, I T)2 + VW, I T. VW~,~ I T = 0. 
(yy) Gi” I T= wp,Q I T, $7 I T = wR I T, provided R GE ah n FD. In view of (4.20b), we have 
ai,, = (VW, I T) * Vwp,Q IT+Vw,IT.Vw,IT=O. 
If R Eu, nr,, then 
Ui,T = (VW, I T) . VW,,, IT= -Vw,lTVw,lT>O. 
If (Y(Q) < $T, then ui r > 0. 
($5) G’i* IT=w,, I’T, 6; I T = wQ I T. This case is analogous to (yy). 
As T,, # fl and kh satisfies (4.21), (4.22), we can assume that there exist vertices PI,, = P E oh, 
Q, R of a triangle T E Fh such that Q ET, n ah and a(R) < $T. Then u~,,,~ > 0. 
Now, from (4.291, (4.30) and the above results we conclude that (4.23c), (4.23d) hold. 
Finally, as Yh is sufficiently fine, we can assume that the oriented graph of the matrix A(f) 
is strongly connected and thus, A(Z) is irreducible (cf. [9,24]). This completes the proof. q 
Corollary 4.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.2 the matrix A(Z) is regular and monotone 
.for each 2 E 1w” (see [2,9]). 
From the proof of Theorem 4.2 we can derive the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.4. There exist constants Cyij, Pij, ei such that 
0 < (Yii < pii, Ei > 0, i= l,...,y1, 
ffij < Pij < O, i, j=l,..., n, i+j, 
Ei,, > 0, for some i, E {i = 1,. . . , n}, 
(4.31) 
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the oriented graph of the matrix 
is strongly connected and 
\ 
aij(Z)E [“ij> Pij]> i,j=l,...,n, 
ka,j(Z)>Ej, i=l,..., y1, ZElR”. 
j=l 
(4.32) 
(4.33) 
Lemma 4.5. Let 
=(A=(cI~~)~,~=~;~~~E[cY~~,P~~] fori, j=l,..., n 
n 
and c aij>/ei fori=l,...,n}, 
j=l 
where the numbers (yij, pii, ei have the properties from Lemma 4.4. Then there exists 6 > 0 such 
that 
ldet Al 28, VAEM. (4.34) 
Proof. If A E&, then the oriented graph of A contains the oriented graph of _M’. Hence, the 
matrix A is irreducibly diagonally dominant and 1 det A 1 > 0. It is obvious that .&Y considered as 
a subset of [w”’ is bounded and closed. Since m(A) = 1 det A I is a continuous function of the 
elements aij of A, m attains its minimum on M, which is necessarily positive. 0 
Now we come to the fundamental result on the solvability of the discrete problem. 
Theorem 4.6. Let Yj satisfy (4.21), (4.22). Then system (4.10) has at least one solution Z E R”, 
and thus the discrete problem (3.17) has at least one solution u,, E X,. 
Proof. In virtue of Theorem 4.2 and Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5, there exist constants cr, c2, cg > 0 
such that 
11 A( Z(l)) - A( ZC2’) II < c1 11 Z(l) - fC2) 11, 
II @(Z(l)) - @( 2’2’) II < Cl II 31) - f(2) )I) z”‘, ,s2) E R”, 
IV-‘(Z)ll GC,, II@(z)11 ~~37 iER". 
Here 11 i 11 denotes an arbitrary norm of i E R" and IIA 11 is the norm of the matrix A induced 
by 11 i )I. This implies that the mapping 
F(i)=A-'(i)@(i) 
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is Lipschitz-continuous and F(Rn) is a bounded set. By the well-known Brouwer theorem, the 
mapping F has at least one fixed point Z E R”. Thus, Z satisfies the relation 2 = F(Z), which is 
equivalent to (4.10). From this and (4.9) it follows that the function u,, defined by (4.8) is a 
solution of problem (3.17). q 
Further, let us prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.7. The solution of problem (3.17) is unique. 
Proof. Let u;, U: be two solutions of (3.17). Then 
a,(& Uh) -a&, Uh) = 0, VU, E v,. 
From this, using (3.131, (3.141, the properties of the function b and the mean-value theorem, we 
get the relation 
0 = c meas z (Ye,/ 
TE.5-k I=1 
X I v(u:, + t(uh” -u;)) I T I “) 
I v(u:, + t(ui - u;)) I T I ‘)I “( u:,+t(u:,-u:,))ITl* 
xV(u;-u;)ITwIT, vu,El/h. (4.35) 
Let us set 
where { . . . } denotes the expression between braces in the right-hand side of (4.35). In view of 
(1.19)-(1.211, 
O<C,G~&C,+~C,, TEE-& (4.36) 
In (4.35) let us set uh := wi*, i = 1 
which means that 
, . . . , ~1, and realize that in virtue of (3.17b1, U; - U; E Vh, 
n 
2 
‘h - uz, = c ajkcj*. 
j=l 
Hence (4.35) is equivalent to the system 
kcijaj=O, i=l,..., y1, 
j=l 
where 
(4.37) 
Cij = C meas( T) & Vwi* I T * VGj* I T. 
TE.5-, 
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In the same way as in Theorem 4.2, using (4.36), we prove that the matrix (cij>~j=l is irreducibly 
diagonally dominant, and hence, regular. Therefore, ‘Y~ = 0 for j = 1,. . . , n, which already 
implies that ui = ui. •I 
4.5. Approximate solution 
The solution of the problem with trailing conditions is calculated with the use of the iterative 
process (4.13), where the matrix B is defined by (4.14) and fi is the matrix with the elements 
6,, = c Y,(O) VW*1 T* vr?* IT. (4.38) 
TE& 
Under the above assumptions 6 is (nonsymmetric) irreducibly diagonally dominant. 
Series of numerical experiments proved the convergence of the process (4.13) also in this 
nonsymmetric ase. 
5. Convergence 
In order to support our numerical results by the investigation of the convergence of the 
approximate finite-element solutions to the exact one, we shall confine our considerations to a 
linear model problem of a plane incompressible flow past an isolated profile mentioned in 
Section 1.1, where we shall assume that r, = 6 and b = 1. Here we shall introduce the sketch 
of the L”-convergence proof based on Gershgorin’s method often used in the connection with 
finite-difference techniques [2,9,11]. 
5.1. Continuous model problem 
Let R be a bounded domain with a sufficiently smooth boundary formed by two compo- 
nents: r+, a smooth profile (= inner part of NJ> and r,, (= outer part of the boundary). We 
seek a function u : fi -+ R’ and a constant s; E lR1 such that 
-Au =O, in 0, (5.la) 
UKo=Un, @lb) 
ulr$=& (5.lc) 
E(z:) = 0. 
Here u,, is a given function, z!, E r+ is a given point. 
We also consider the following problem. 
5.2. Auxiliary problem 
Find w: B + R’ such 
-Aw =f, in 
w&=wn, 
that 
0, 
(5 Ad) 
(5.2a) 
(5.2b) 
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w 1 r$ = const., (5.2~) 
;(=:) = UG, (5.2d) 
where f:fi+R’ and w,:T, + R’ are given continuous functions and U$ E R’ is a given 
constant. We see that (5.1) is a special case of (5.2). 
5.3. Triangulations 
Let us consider a system (7Jh ECO,hoj, 
oh of R with properties from Section 3. 
sense. 
oh 2 0, > 0, Vh E (0, h,); 
all sides of all T E Fj, h E (0, h,), 
h, > 0, of triangulations of polygonal approximations 
Let the system (YJh E CO,h,j be regular in the following 
(5.3a) 
are parallel either to the axis x1 or to the 
axisx, or to the line x2 =x1, except at most triangles T E ~7~ which have at least 
one vertex lying on an; 
(5.3b) 
conditions (4.21) and (4.22) are satisfied for each YA, h E (0, h,); (5.3c) 
Yj is quasiuniform, i.e., each T E Yh contains a circle of radius c,h and is 
contained in a circle of radius c2h, where the constants c1 > 0 and c2 < 0~) are 
independent of T and h; 
there exists a constant Ed E (0, &T> independent of h such that the following 
holds: to each vertex P, E ah f’ 0, of a triangle T E Fh with a vertex Q E M2 
and at least one side S parallel neither to x1 nor to x2 nor to the line x2 =x1, 
there exists T E 9$ with vertices Pi, Pi, Pk such that P, E al2 and the angle 
a( P,) of T at the vertex Pk satisfies the condition cx<P,> G $rr - E”. 
With respect to (5.3b) we write u,, n 0, = u; U at, where Pi E oh2 if and only if there exists 
T E 7j with vertices Pi, Pi, Pk, such that Pj E a0 and a; = a,, n Oh \u,f. That is, CT; is formed 
by all vertices of all T E Yh such that T f~ dR = @. The vertices of ok are called regular. The 
vertices from ut satisfy (5.3e). From (5.3b) it follows that the support Ai = supp wi of the basis 
function wi E X,, associated with Pi E ut has the form drawn in Fig. 5.1. 
r--- 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ a ,’ pi / / / 
Fig. 5.1. Fig. 5.2. 
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Similarly as in Section 3, by the discretization of problem (5.21, we get the following problem. 
5.4. Auxiliary discrete problem 
Let us define wt EX~, such that 
w,*(P,) = w&), Pi E a, nr,, 
Wh*Ir&=IP1-P**IU;, 
w/fyPJ = 0, Pi E Oh n 0, 
(cf. (3.6)). 
(5.4) 
Further we consider the form a,, and the spaces V, and fh given by (3.131, (3.2) and (3.71, 
respectively (where we take into account that K, = 1, K, = 0, r, = r, = rr! = @, YT = 
meas(T>>. 
Now we seek wh : fin, + R’ such that 
Wh EXh, 
Wh-W;ET/h, 
ah(wh, Q) = joA& dx, vu, E I$ 
We see that wh is given by its values wh(Pi) for Pi E a, n 0,. 
Let the vertices be numbered in such a way that a,, n oh = {Pi, 
n = its + w, if h + 0 + .) Then (5.5) is equivalent to the system 
a,(w,,wl)=ln,fw: dx, i=l,..., n, 
which can be written in the form 
A,& = 8,. 
Here A, is an 12 X TZ matrix, A,, = (at.)cj=l, 
afj= C Vw,*IT*VGj*/T meas( 
TESh 
8, = (eh,, . . . , eh,> E Rn, 
19,~ = /o,fwi* dx - c Vw,*IT*Vy* IT meas 
TS.5-, 
. . 
(5.5a) 
(5.5b) 
(5.5c) 
. , P,}. (Of course, 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
(5-S) 
(5.9) 
and W, =(w,(Pr),..., w,(P,>>. In virtue of Corollary 4.3, the matrix A, is monotone. 
5.5. Discrete problem to (5.1) 
Find uh : Bh - R’ such that 
uh EXh, (5.10a) 
(5.10b) 
(5.1Oc) 
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where U; EX~, uz<Pi> = u,(P,) for Pi E ah 17 T,, and u,*<P,> = 0 for Pi E a,\T,. Equation 
(5.10) is equivalent to the system 
A,i& = @,, (5.11) 
where Uh = (u,(P1), . . . , u,<P,>> and Qh = (Qhl,. . . , Ghn), 
Qhi = - C Vu,*IT* VW* IT meas( (5.12) 
TE& 
(We notice that w” = wi for all i = 1,. . . , n.) 
5.6. Discrete error of the method 
This is defined as the vector v,, = (vhl,. . . , qhn), with the components 
qhi=u(Pi)-uh(Pi), i=l,..., 12. 
In the sequel we shall prove the error estimate in the discrete Lm-norm, i.e., 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
The process of estimating II qh II L; is the following. 
(1) We set f = 1, wn = 1, U; = 1 and substitute the values of the exact solutions w(P,> and 
U(Pj>, pj E ah r-7 fl,, into the systems (5.7) and (5.11), respectively. With the notation gh = 
MP,), * * *, w<P,>>, & = boy, * *. , u<P,>>, we get the relations 
Ahih=Qh+E h, (5.15) 
(5.16) 
The qUaIItitieS fh = (ehl,. . . , l hn) and r/, = (ThIT.. . , T~,J are called the discretization errors. 
(2) As ?jh = ti,, - ii,,, in view of (5.11) and (5.151, 
Ahij,, = E,, . (5.17) 
(3) Provided w, u are smooth enough, we prove the existence of constants h,, K, 6 > 0, 
h, <h, (independent of h) such that 
(EhiI ~Kh”(8hi+7hi), v’P$~hn& vhE(O, h,). 
(4) From (5.16) we get 
A,(tifinlh) =Kh”(8, +?-A). 
(5.18) 
This, (5.17), (5.18), the monotony of A, and [2, Theorem 4.111 yield the inequality 
IvhiI ~Khsw(P~)gKIzsrn~IwI =Mh”, PiEOj,nfih, hE(O, h,). 
Hence, 
11 v/, II L; < Mh’, h E (0, h,), 
which is the sought estimate. 
(5.19) 
In order to prove (5.18), we must estimate the discretization errors rh and E,, and derive the 
estimate of ehj from below. We shall use several auxiliary concepts and assertions. For 
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simplicity we denote by c, C generic positive constants independent of h and Pi with different 
values at different places in general. 
Lemma 5.1. There exist constants c, C > 0 such that 
(a) ch2 < meas < Ch2, VT E &, Vh E (0, hJ; 
(b) ch2 < meas < Ch2, VPi E ah, vh E (0, ho); 
(C) ch-’ < ) VW, ) T ) < Ch-‘y VT CAip VPi E ah> Vh E (0, ho); 
(d) ch2 < /o,wi dX < Ch2, VPi 6 ah, ‘h E (0, hoI* 
Proof. This is a consequence of (5.3a), (5.3d). 0 
Let us define the operator of the Lagrange interpolation rh: 
rhv EXhy (rhu)(pi) =v(q)y v4 E @h, (5.20) 
defined for all functions v : u,, + R’. 
Further, we introduce the interpolation operator Ri k associated with the trailing condition 
(5.2d): 
R$vtX,, (R$v)(P,)=rp(P~), VP,~u~h(fl~Ur,), 
R;;b(Pi)=v(P~)+~p,-P~~v;, VPj~uhnr)+, 
where u : a,, + R’. 
(5.21) 
It is evident that for the solution w of problem (5.21, we have 
R$w -w; E ph. 
Further, (5.16) is equivalent to the system 
a,(R$w, w:) = ln,f”i* dx + Thi, i = 1,. . .,n. 
In the following we shall set f= 1, wr, = 1 and v+ = 1 and assume that 
(5.22) 
(5.23) 
w, u E C’@), (5.24) 
where fi is an open set such that B I? fin, cd for all h E (0, h,). Let us deal with the study of 
the character of 8, and rh. 
(a) If Pi E al, then (5.6) represents the regular five-point scheme, as it follows from (5.81, 
(4.2Of) and the fact that w* = Wi* = wi, see Fig. 5.2. 
By the use of the Taylor formula we easily prove that the substitution of w E C3(fii) into 
(5.23) leads to the discretization error rhi that satisfies the estimate 
I 7hi I < ch3, VPi EU,~, Vh E (0, h,). (5.25) 
Moreover, Lemma 5.1(d) implies that 
8hi ~ Ch2, VPi EU;, Vh E (0, h,). (5.26) 
(The constants c, C are independent of h and Pi.> 
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For the following analysis we put f= -Aw in fi. In view of (5.2a) and (5.241, we have 
f~ C’(d) and f= 1 in 6. By Green’s theorem, 
/-, VW. VW* dx = /oh&* dx = / w; dx - /, ,,(& 1)~: dx. 
‘4, 1 
(5.27) 
Using analogous techniques as in [16], we can prove the existence of a constant c > 0 such that 
(5.28) 
(b) Let Pi E o-t lie in the neighbourhood of Tn. It means that Pi satisfies (5.3e) with 
Pi E T,,. In virtue of (4.21), Riw ( Ai = rhw 1 Ai and thus, 
a,(R;w, w;) = /, Vr,w . VW; dx. (5.29) 
’ - l), (5.27) and (5.29), we find out that Using (5.23) (where f = 1, ur 
Thi = /( 
Vr,w - VW). VW,* dx + I,,,,(“- 1)w: dx. (5.30) 
A* L 
We have 
/( 
Vr,w - VW) . VW* dx < I] Vr,w - VW II ~mcn,jl] VW,* \IL’(,$)+ (5.31) 
A, 
Now, well-known approximation results [4, Section 3.11 yield the estimate 
II Vq,w - VW II ~yn,) < ch, h E (0, ho). (5.32) 
Further, by Lemma 5.1, 
II VW,* IJLI(/,,) < ch, h E (0, h,). (5.33) 
From (5.28), (5.30)-(5.33) we get the estimate 
I 7hi I < ch*, h E (0, ho), (5.34) 
(with a constant c independent of Pi and h). 
Now let us estimate 8,i from below. By (5.4) and (5.9) (where f = 1, w,, = 11, we have 
‘hi = / w* dx- c c meas( T) Vwi I T. Vwj I T. (5.35) 
A, TcAi P,~q,hnT~nA~ 
If we use (4.2Of), Lemma 5.1(a) and (5.3e) and take into account Lemma 5.1(d), we prove the 
existence of a constant C > 0 independent of Pi and h such that 
o,i > C> h E (0, ho)* (5.36) 
(c) Let us consider Pi E uf lying near r$. Thus, Pi satisfies (5.3e) with Pi E r+. In view of 
(5.231, where f= 1, uk = 1, and (5.271, 
?-hi = /O$X;w - VW). VW,* dx + /, ,$=- 1)~; dx. 
1 
(5.37) 
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Hence, 
I T& 1 < I + II + III, 
I= 
/( 
Vr,w - VW). Vwi* dx 
A, 
VRiw - Vrhw) * VW: d 
III = /,,,(‘- 1)~; dx . 
1 
The term I is estimated in the same way as above: 
0 < I Q ch2, h E (0, h,), 
the expression III satisfies (5.28). 
Let us deal with II. In virtue of (5.20) and (5.21), 
Rkw-r,w= - C wj[(wI~~-w(p~))-/p~-p~~]. 
P,ECT,fM+ 
By (3.4) and (5.2d), there exists a constant c > 0 such that 
X 
(5.38) 
(5.39) 
(5.40) 
I(wl~~-w(P~))-(~,-P:‘/~<~h~, hE(O, h,). 
Then, using Lemma 5.l(b, c), we get 
(1 V( R$ - rhw) Ilrp”cA,, G ch, h E (0, ho). 
Now, from (5.331, the relation 
0 G II G 11 V( R$+ - %W) IIL”(A,~ii vwi* b(A,) 
and (5.42) we derive the estimate 
0 < II < ch2, h E (0, h,). 
Finally, by (5.281, (5.39), (5.43) and (5.381, we have 
I 7hi I < ch2, h E (0, h,,), 
with c independent of Pi and h. 
In order to estimate 8,i from below, we write (see (5.9)) 
ehi = eLi + e;,, 
(5.41) 
(5.42) 
(5.43) 
(5.44) 
eii = - C Vw,*JT* Vwi* IT meas( 
TES, 
(5.45) 
Taking into account that w$ I T+ = I F, - Pp I and w,*(P,> = 0 for Pk E ah n (A,\r+> (cf. 
(4.21)), we can write 
and 
eii = C C [-IF,--Pp( VwjIT*Vwi(T meas(T 
TEgh P,erhnl-+Ai 
(5.46) 
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In virtue of (4.22) and (4.2Of) all terms in square brackets in the right-hand side of (5.46) are 
nonnegative. From (5.3d), (5.3e) and (4.2Of), it follows that there exist T cAi and Pj E (ah n r$ 
n f such that 
- IP,-PF1 Vw,lf.Vw,l? meas(f)>Ch. 
Hence, Oii 2 Ch. If we take into account Lemma 5.1(d), we immediately get the existence of 
C > 0, independent of Pi and h, such that 
O,i>Ch> h E (0, h,,). (5.47) 
Now we draw our attention to the estimates of the discretization errors l hi. Since we assume 
that u E C3(d> and problem (5.1) is a special case of (5.2), l hi behaves analogously as 7hi. 
Therefore, there exists a constant c > 0, independent of P, and h, such that (see (5.251, (5.341, 
(5.44)) 
I Ehi I < Ch3, for PiEa;, (5.48a) 
1~~~1 <ch*, for Pi~uf, (5.48b) 
h E (0, h,), 1 <q < 2. 
Comparing the following inequalities: 
(5.48a) with (5.251, (5.26) for Pi E ad, 
(5.48b) with (5.341, (5.36) for Pi E 01 lying near T,,, 
(5.48b) with (5.441, (5.47) for Pi E at lying near r+, 
we easily find out that there exist constants K, h,, such that (5.18) holds with 6 = 1. Thus, the 
sought estimate (5.19) is valid. Our results can be summarized as the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.2. Let (5.3) and (5.24) be satisfied. Let u,, be the solution of the discrete problem 
(5.10). Then there exist constants M, h, > 0 such that the discrete L”-norm of the error 
y/, = (u -u/J I( a,, n l2,) satisfies the estimate 
II 77/, II L; = max Iu -uh I <Mh, 
ahnRh 
h E (0, h,). (5.49) 
Remark 5.3. L”-estimates based on the maximum principle were studied in [5]. However, the 
approach of [5] is not applicable to our problem. 
6. Examples 
The FORTRAN 77 program package was written for the computer solution of a general 
problem formulated in Section 1.3. The main parts of this package are the following: 
- determination of the domain, 
- automatic triangulation of the domain taking into account specific demands following from 
the unified conception, 
_ determination of the boundary conditions, 
- construction of the discrete problem, 
_ iterative process for the solution of the discrete problem, 
- calculation of the velocity, pressure, density, Mach number etc., 
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Fig. 6.1. Fig. 6.2. 
- determination of isolines of the calculated quantities and their graphs on given curves, 
_ graphical output. 
Linear systems in (4.13) are solved by the well-known SOR-method or the method of 
conjugate gradients with preconditioning by the symmetric SOR-method (CGSSOR, cf., e.g., 
[ll). 
6.1. Incompressible axially symmetric j?ow in a channel with an inserted axially symmetric ring 
The flow was calculated in a two-dimensional meridional cut of the channel in which the 
inserted ring was represented by a curve. On the ring the incomplete Dirichlet condition 
combined with the trailing one was composed. 
In Fig. 6.1 we present a triangulation used which consists of 3531 elements. In Figs. 6.2 and 
6.3 the isolines of the stream function and isolines of the velocity, respectively, are plotted. In 
[ll] similar results were obtained by the finite-difference method. 
6.2. Plane flow past an airfoil 
The plane flow past the NACA 0012 airfoil was calculated, where Mach number at infinity 
h4, = 0.45, angle of attack (Y, = 5”. The incomplete Dirichlet condition combined with the 
trailing condition was imposed on the airfoil. The iterative process was stopped after 52 
steepest descent iterations (4.13) (10 inner SOR iterations were used again), when the resulting 
error was 10P5. The relaxation parameter was v = 0.25. 
In Fig. 6.4 we present a triangulation of the domain in which the airfoil was inserted. The 
triangulation consists of 4234 elements and Fig. 6.5 shows its detail. In Figs. 6.6 and 6.7 the 
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Fig. 6.3. Fig. 6.4. 
isolines of the stream function and the isolines of the velocity are plotted. The results are 
comparable with the results from [6], where another approach was applied. 
6.3. Cascade jZow 
In this example we present the results of the computation of flow past a cascade of profiles 
{C,}T= _-a from Fig. 1.3. Figure 6.8 represents the triangulation which consist of 673 vertices and 
Fig. 6.5. 
-I 
- 
Fig. 6.6. 
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: \ 
Fig. 6.7. Fig. 6.8. 
1137 triangles. In Fig. 6.9 a detail of the triangulation near the trailing point is plotted. 
We calculated both incompressible and compressible flow through the cascade for the inlet 
angle 57” and the inlet velocity V, = 150 ms-‘. In the compressible case the Poisson adiabatic 
constant K = 1.4. The density p0 and the speed of sound a, at zero velocity have the values 
p0 = 1.3 kgmp3 and a,= 330 ms-‘, respectively. The corresponding inlet Mach number 
M, = 0.464. In the compressible case we tested the influence of the choice of the relaxation 
parameter Y on the speed of the convergence of the steepest descent iterative process (4.13) 
(with 10 inner SOR iterations). In Table 6.1 we introduce the number of iterations necessary 
Fig. 6.9. 
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Fig. 6.10. Velocity distribution on the profile. 
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Fig. 6.11. Mach number distribution on the profile. 
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Table 6.1 
Parameter v 0.25 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.65 0.75 0.775 0.8 0.9 
Number of 
iterations 194 121 97 81 75 65 63 82 82 
Fig. 6.12. Fig. 6.13. 
for the decrease of the residual in (3.17~) represented by 11 Zk+’ - Zk II / 11 Zk+r II under 10e4 in 
dependence of V. 
In Fig. 6.10 we see the comparison of the incompressible and compressible velocity distribu- 
tion along the profile in dependence of the length of the arc measured along the profile in the 
anti-clockwise direction starting from the trailing point. Figure 6.11 represents the distribution 
of Mach number along the profile in the compressible case. In Figs. 6.12 and 6.13 the velocity 
vectors and the isolines of the velocity, respectively, are plotted. 
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